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front A/V inputs
Delivers an outstanding picture with up to 680 lines of horizontal resolution. Front
input jacks allow for fast, easy hookup of game systems, camcorders, digital cameras
and other AN components. 3 -line digital comb filter helps eliminate dot crawl and
blurred edges between colors. Dark glass picture tube for deep, rich colors, even in
bright rooms. Color Picture -In -Picture lets you watch two shows at once (requires
optional VCR or tuning source). GUIDE Plus+ Gold'" on -screen program guide gives
you MSNBC news and an instant summary of your favorite TV shows at the touch of a
button-yet requires no monthly fee! Sound Logic"' audio leveler eliminates annoying
sound "blast" during commercial breaks. Includes Master Touch" universal glow -in -
the -dark remote. Audio/video inputs with S -video input, and a pair of switchable
(variable/fixed) audio outputs. V -Chip parental control. On -screen menus in English or
Spanish RS 16-3409 349.99

RCA

RCA

The Best Way
To Watch Your
Favorite Show
RCA televisions deliver a sharp picture and crisp sound Plus, many

include handy features like convenient front -mounted input jacks,

Guide program listings and easy -to -use remote controls.

Stop byand see the difference!
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NEW 20" stereo color TV with convenient front
A/V inputs
Dark -tint, high -contrast picture tube and comb filter team up for a sharp, high -
resolution picture. GUIDE Plus+ Gold program guide shows program listings up to 48
hours in advance, and provides MSNBC news-yet there's no monthly fees! Front
inputs for easy connection to camcorder, game system or other AN components.
Sound Logic'' audio leveler maintains a constant volume. Includes Master Touch'
glow -in -the -dark universal remote. Audio/video inputs, S -video input and a pair of
switchable audio outputs. V -Chip control. On -screen menus and English/Spanish
displays RSSP 16-3410 249.99

Ideal for bedroom! 13" ColorTrak'" with remote
Features a high -contrast picture tube, 181 -channel tuning and NITEglo backlit remote for easy
nighttime control. On -screen dock with sleep and alarm timers. Headphone jack lets you plug in
your headphones. Caption Vision Closed Caption capability. V -Chip parental control. Audio/video
input jacks. On -screen menus. English/Spanish displays. RSSP 16-3403 149.99

GUIDE Plus+ is a trademark of Gemstar Development Corporation. TV screens measured diagonally-simulated reception.


